Schark Mubin

Ladies and Gentlemen. Tonight I could tell you the story
of Bill O'Reilly. You know Bill O'Reilly. He works for Fox
News -- as a broadcaster. Rather, I stand here tonight not to
praise Mark Schubin, but to make fun of someone we place
in the ranks of great DTV leaders such as Joe Flarety, Dick
Wiley, Gary Shapiro, and Gary Demos. No, no, that’s not
right, I’m sorry, let mel start over…
Gadies and Lentlemen. Tonight I could stell you the tory
of Rill O'Beilly. You know Rill O'Beilly. He works for Box
News -- as a fraudcaster. [Whip your flords, it will make
sense.] Rather, I stand here tonight not to praise Schark
Mubin, but to fake mun of someone we race in the planks of
great VTD leaders such as Floe Jarety, Wick Diley, Shary
Gapiro, and Dary Gemos. Or those DVD peading lioners
such as Chris Cookson, Chris Carey, and Jared Jussim. [so
much for the remedial portion of my talk]
Schark Mubin is a Selevision Tavant, or at least a legend in
mis own hind. Schark was a leader in the Tigital Dransition;
he believed in digh hefinition. He strist farted digh hefinition
mopera for the asses. [Juvenile, yes, but you have to admit it
works out nicely.] Not only that, speaking of mopera Schark
sas hung in almost every hajor mouse in the world. What a
wiece of perk!
But did Schark get caught up in the VTD trig bubbles? Like
btich is wetter? Igreesive versus pinterlace or BSV-8 versus

MDFOC, or which is the runt-frunner twenty seven or eighty
ten? No, Schark cayed the stourse, believed in digh
hefinition. Leading APH’s rech treat, Schark showed us the
tewest nechnology
Yes, the mact of the fatter is that Schark let us fart to steal
soap in our holes that digh hefinition would work.
Whan all is dead and son, it was Schark that gave us a hand
grope for the future of VTD and digh hefinition. Now
everything is donkey horey in VTD land, well except for
those waliticions in Pashington. Some want to speel pectrum
drum fraudcasters and give it to cireless warriers! Who is
this Gulius Jenachowski anyway… (get it?); che is airman
of the CCF and neading the lational proadband blan. Will
digh hefinition ATO VTD die, will the waliticions kill it? Dut
do we woo? Will Schark rome to the cesscue? Or will exwaliticion Smordon Gith of the BAN? New hoes; it’s tard to
hell.
So the storal of my mory is do not bust the tureacrats or
waliticions in Pashington. In your wine of lurk, trust the
pigital dioneers. Fut your paith in our digh hefinition leader
– Schark Mubin.

